Spy dog by Andrew Cope

GROW Curriculum Map Spring 2

Maths
Our Curriculum encourages
us to continue to grow by...

Give time to work
collaboratively, deepen learning by valuing talk and
asking relevant questions.

As Mathematicians we will subtracting
using mental strategies and column
subtraction. Column subtraction will
involve renaming (taking from the
next column).
We will be solving word problems using
appropriate strategies and methods..
We will be multiplying and dividing
concentrating on our 7s, 9s and 11

Literacy
As readers and writers we will write a job
description for how to become a spy.
Write a diary entry for the day Lara chose
her family.
Write instructions for making a gadget
for adventures.

Read about a real life spy in the second

Reading to explore and
discover new learning and
skills.

Opportunities for
adventures and to learn
about the world around us,
using a range of resources.

Wellbeing of each

Wellbeing

Key Questions:

As healthy individuals
we will understand how
dogs are used to help
people’s well being of
guide dogs/hearing
dogs etc.

·

Could you be an MI5 agent ?

·

What makes the perfect family ?

·

Can you create a gadget for Lara ? (create a torch for
Lara or an alarm)

·

What happened to Lara the spy
dog ?
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Computing

Arts

As explorers of the world we
will be explorers of the world
we will discover the role of the
spy in Europe during the second world war and compare
and contrast this to the role
of the spy now.

As digital learners we will, as
digital learners have a 4D experience.

As creative artists we will be recording our observations from images and revisit them to use
different materials to improve our mastery of

We will be researching the
gadgets that spies used in the
past and now, using the internet.

STEM

As Scientists and technicians we will create a
gadget such as a torch or an alarm for Lara by
creating circuits incorporating switches and
lights.

Branching Out
Our visit to Nottingham Spy Centre is on Wednesday 21st March.
Science week is WC 12th March.

